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Abstract

Spatial variation is important for studying the mesoscale eddies in the South China
Sea (SCS). To investigate such spatial variations, this study made a clustering analysis
on eddies’ distribution using the K -means approach. Results showed that clustering
tendency of anticyclonic eddies (AEs) and cyclonic eddies (CEs) were weak but not5

random, and the number of clusters were proved greater than four. Finer clustering
results showed 10 regions where AEs densely populated and 6 regions for CEs in the
SCS. Previous studies confirmed these partitions and possible generation mechanisms
were related. Comparisons between AEs and CEs revealed that patterns of AE are rel-
atively more aggregated than those of CE, and specific distinctions were summarized:10

(1) to the southwest of Luzon Island, AEs and CEs are generated spatially apart; AEs
are likely located north of 14◦ N and closer to shore, while CEs are to the south and
further offshore; (2) the Central SCS and Nansha Trough are mostly dominated by
AEs; (3) along 112◦ E, clusters of AEs and CEs are located sequentially apart, and the
pair off Vietnam represents the dipole eddies; (4) to the southwest of Dongsha Islands,15

AEs are concentrated to the east of CEs. Overlaps of AEs and CEs in the northeastern
and Southern SCS were further examined considering seasonal variations. The north-
eastern overlap represented near-concentric distributions while the southern one was
a mixed effect of seasonal variations, complex circulations and topography influences.

1 Introduction20

The South China Sea (SCS) is the largest semi-enclosed marginal sea in Northwest
Pacific Ocean. It has a large NE–SW oriented abyssal basin with greatest depth of
5567 m. There is an approximate 3.5×106 km2 of total area with mean depth of 1212 m.
The SCS is well linked to the adjacent seas through several straits or channels, con-
necting to the Pacific Ocean through the Luzon Strait, to the Sulu Sea through the25
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Mindoro Strait, to the East China Sea through the Taiwan Strait and to the Java Sea
through the Karimata Strait and so on.

Mesoscale eddy in the SCS is a hot research issue in recent years. Much work tries
to investigate its dynamic characteristics and formation mechanisms, especially using
statistical approaches (Wang et al., 2003; Wu and Chiang, 2007; Xiu et al., 2010; Li5

et al., 2011). Spatial variation is important for statistical analysis because patterns or
rules in different regions are generally distinguished from each other. While some re-
searchers focus their studies on particular regions of SCS (Fang et al., 2002; Wu and
Chiang, 2007; Yuan et al., 2007; Li et al., 2003; Yang et al., 2000; Yuan and Li, 2008),
some others study the whole maritime area of SCS by geographical divisions (Li et al.,10

2011; Wang et al., 2003; Lin et al., 2007; Chen et al., 2011). Wang et al. (2003) first
proposed a four-zone division for the SCS according to limited knowledge of eddy gen-
eration mechanisms, and used it to group eddies for analysis. Chen et al. (2011) and
Li et al. (2011) also discussed their statistical findings of different geographic zones.
However, few studies have explored the spatial characteristics embedded in eddies’15

generation data and discussed the spatial pattern directly reflected by them. It is inter-
esting to compare this spatial pattern with current geographical divisions and related
studies.

So, in this paper, we try clustering analysis to interpret the spatial variations in
eddy generation and resolve clusters to known mechanisms or speculations. K -means,20

a classical centre-based approach, is adopted to perform the clustering analysis. Four
questions will be answered in this paper: (a) Do eddies in the SCS have clustering
features in their generation locations? (b) Are there different characteristics between
generation locations of AEs and CEs? (c) How many clusters are evident in these
generation locations? (d) What are the spatial patterns of AEs and CEs?25

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 briefly introduces the eddy data and
clustering method. Section 3 presents clustering results combined with intensive dis-
cussion of the clustering characteristics and spatial patterns. Section 4 summarized
the whole paper.
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2 Data and method

2.1 Eddy data

The sea surface height (SSH) data used for eddy detection are produced by the
operational 1/32◦ global Naval Research Laboratory’s (NRL) Layered Ocean Model
(NLOM) nowcast/forecast system (http://www7320.nrlssc.navy.mil/global nlom32/skill.5

html). The model assimilates SSH from 3 satellite altimeters (ENVISAT, JASON-1 inter-
leaved and JASON-2). Altimeter track data over a 3-day window are assimilated each
day.

The reliability of the model performance has been validated by Du et al. (2011).
Comparison between anomaly of SSH (SSHA) derived by averaging NLOM SSH data10

over 2003–2009 and sea level anomalies (SLA) observations provided by Archiving
Validation and Interpretation of Satellite Data in Oceanography (AVISO) showed that
deterministic eddies founded in SLA were well reflected by the SSHA. Comparison of
current speed simulated by NLOM with cruise measurements also confirms the data
validation. More details can be referred to (Du et al., 2011).15

The eddy identification algorithm adopted in this paper is an adaptation of SSH-
based automated procedure proposed by Chelton et al. (2011). Brief descriptions can
be found in Appendix A and Wang et al. (2012). The 1/32◦ NLOM numerical output
started from 1 November 2003. There are some null data from 2003 to 2004. So, we
used the output SSH field from 2005 to 2011 for eddy identification and tracking. 37120

eddies (159 AEs and 212 CEs) were identified and the map of study area and birth
locations of these eddies are showed in Fig. 1. To be noted that only the centre of each
eddy’s birth state, which denotes where it generates, is taken into clustering analysis.

2.2 Clustering analysis

The goal of clustering analysis is to group data into meaningful subgroups (clusters)25

(Jain and Dubes, 1988; Kaufman and Rousseeuw, 1990). The more the similarity
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(homogeneity) within a cluster and the greater the difference between clusters, the
better or more distinct the clustering patterns (Tan et al., 2005). As eddies’ distribu-
tion has certain concentration trends which is mentioned in (Huang et al., 1992; Wang
et al., 2003), we choose the K -means approach, which is simple and capable of detect-
ing center-based patterns. For the purpose of brevity, only basic ideas and important5

facts of this approach are presented. Details of concrete algorithms can be found in
(Jain and Dubes, 1988; Tan et al., 2005).
K -means was first proposed by MacQueen (1967). It defines prototypes in terms

of centroids. K is the desired or specified number of clusters. First, K initial centroids
are randomly selected. Data points are assigned to the nearest centroid to form initial10

clusters. Second, re-compute the centroids by averaging the belonging data points and
assign them to these new centroids again. Repeat this process until no point changes
assignment, then we get the final clusters.
K -means dutifully produces clusters no matter whether the data exhibit an aggrega-

tive predisposition or not. To prevent meaningless results, it is essential to evaluate the15

“clustering tendency” of the eddy data. Hopkins statistic is applied for this evaluation.
Specific information about clustering tendency and Hopkins statistic are described in
Appendix B.

Another important fact is that K -means is a heuristic approach which produces good
but not optimal clusters. Objective functions are required to measure the performance20

and help find out unbiased and relative “best” clustering results. In this paper, the
sum of the squared error (SSE) is used to measure the cohesion of cluster, and the
between-groups sum of squares (SSB) is used to measure the separation. Silhou-
ette coefficient (SC), another adopted parameter, combines cohesion and separation
in evaluating cluster validity. More details about evaluating the goodness of clustering25

and these objective functions are described in Appendix C.
The number of clusters is an important input for K -means. In this study, it means how

many places are there eddies usually generated at. Since there are no exact answers
to this question, we need to find a way out that could suggest objective answers. Given
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the assumption that good performance will be achieved if the data are clustered by
right cluster number, optimal values of evaluation parameters like SSE or SC usually
hint the answers. In other words, the knees of the SSE curve or the peaks of the SC
curve shall indicate the possible right cluster number.

3 Results and discussion5

First, the Hopkins statistic results are presented to answer the question (a): if eddies’
distribution has a clustering tendency or not. Second, correct cluster number is dis-
cussed separately for cyclonic eddy, anticyclonic eddy and the whole, since we are not
sure about the answer to the question (b). The third part gives an intensive discussion
about how AE and CE are different in spatial variations.10

3.1 Hopkins statistic

It is suggested that the amount of sample data (P) be less than 10 % of the whole when
computing the Hopkins statistic (Ripley, 1977). To facilitate observation, we made a se-
ries of experiments with increasing the sample data from 1 to 10 % of the total amount.
100 trials are carried out in each calculation of Hopkins value (H), and the mean values15

are plotted in Fig. 2. Results of random pattern are presented for comparison.
H value of random patterns fluctuates around 0.5, and becomes stable at 0.5 with

accretion of the sample amount as expectation. Comparatively, H values of AEs, CEs
and all eddies are clearly above 0.5 axis. The H mean for AEs, CEs and all eddies at
the largest sample amount are 0.563, 0.560 and 0.547 respectively. But Banerjee and20

Dave (2004) suggested that the H value of a clustered data set should be greater than
0.7. In our opinion, high H values indicate obvious aggregated characteristics, while
these lower H values exceeding 0.5 truthfully reflect the weak tendency of eddies’
distribution and difficulty for clustering. So, the clustering analysis should be carried
out very carefully and objectively to derive a reliable result from plenty of experiments.25
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To definitely prove that eddies’ distribution is not random, we applied the t-test to H
values calculated at the largest sample amount. The results are showed in Table 1. The
values in the last column show that no matter AEs or CEs or the whole, the assumption
that the mean H equals to that of random is denied significantly at the 0.05 level. So,
we conclude that eddies’ distribution in the SCS shows a weak clustering tendency.5

3.2 Correct number of clusters

To determine the correct number of clusters, we apply K -means by specifying K from
1 to 20 and replicate 1000 times on every K . Figure 3 shows the plots of the median of
SSE and silhouette coefficient against variable K .

As mentioned in Sect. 2.2, the knees of the SSE curve or the peaks of the SC curve10

hint the possible right cluster number. But as we can see in Fig. 3, it is not easy to
decide which is the optimal value for there are more than one local peaks and curve
knees. For example, 4, 5, 6 and 7 can all be viewed as the knees of the SSE curve of all
eddies (Fig. 3a) while 2, 4, 7 and 9 are reasonable peaks of the SC curve of all eddies
(Fig. 3d). It should be known that the spatial pattern of eddy generation may contain15

a hierarchical clustering structure, and these multiple optima are direct indicators. If the
partition goes too coarse, valuable spatial variations will be obscured. If it goes too fine
spatial variations would be wrongly tore apart and cause difficulties for interpretation.
A practical solution to finding the correct number, not too coarse and not too fine, is to
take into consideration both the knees of SSE curve and peaks of SC curve. The lower20

the SSE, the better the partition. But we do not go to extremes since the curve of SSE
is approximating zero axis and will equal 0 when cluster number equals the number of
data points. The local peaks of SC curve is the higher the better. So we select as correct
the number of clusters for which the SSE is small and the SC is a local maximum and
as large as possible.25

Based on this criterion, the correct cluster number of all eddies is four. K = 2 is
discarded for the SSE is the largest. The SC value of K = 4 is the second maximum
and the SSE value is relatively small. The correct number of AEs and CEs are also
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four for the same reason. It is interesting that the cluster number equals the number of
geographic zones in Wang et al.’s (2003). Comparisons of them are detailed in Sect.
3.3.1.

Besides, alternative choices are carefully made to gain finer clustering results which
may unveil more details of the spatial variations. For all eddies, K = 7 is the better5

choice. It is the third maximum of SC curve and the SSE value is low. Although K = 9
is the fourth local maximum of SC curve, it is discarded for the separation might be too
fine. Similarly, K = 10 is retained for AEs and K = 16 is discarded, K = 6 is retained for
CEs and K = 10 is discarded.

3.3 Clustering results10

As a matter of fact, K -means can only guarantee a local minimum by optimizing the
objective function to produce relative better and acceptable clustering results. Global
optimization achieved by exhaustive searches of all possible choices is unrealistic in
applications. So, in this study, the clustering procedure is executed 100 times with K
random initial centroids each time. And the objective function we adopted is defined as15

follows:

O (i ) = SSE′ (i )−SSB′ (i )−SC′(i ) (1)

where i denotes the i th time execution, and SSE′, SSB′ and SC′ denote the Gaus-
sian normalized value of SSE, SSB and SC respectively. The result that minimizes the
objective function is selected for the following analysis and discussion.20

3.3.1 Four-cluster result

Here, the four-cluster result for all eddies (Fig. 4) derived from K -means clustering is
compared with the four geographic partition of SCS (Fig. 5). In Fig. 4, the four clusters
are labeled by E1 (west of Luzon Strait), E2 (around the Xisha Islands), E3 (southwest
of Luzon Island), and E4 (southern SCS). E3 and E4 are much overlapped with Z3 and25
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Z4. This pair represents eddies generated to the southwest of Luzon Island and south-
east of Vietnam. But the northern boundary of E4 is about 13.5◦ N, whereas Z4 is at
16◦ N. E2 representing eddies generated around the Xisha Islands has no reasonable
matches in the 4 zones. Possible generation mechanisms of eddies in this zone were
not discussed in Wang et al. (2003). But previous studies found anticyclonic eddies5

generated around this area (Huang et al., 1992; Zhong, 1990; Guan, 1997), and they
are likely to be caused by frontal instability and modulated by topographic influences
(Chai et al., 2001). The region to the west of Luzon Strait, where Kuroshio intrusion hap-
pens, is densely populated by eddies. While the clustering method groups these eddies
into E1, Z1 and Z2 divide this area according to different generation mechanisms. Ed-10

dies generated in Z1 are probably caused by frontal instability at the Kuroshio intrusion
(Wang et al., 2000; Su, 2004). And Qu et al. (2000) found intense positive wind stress
curl would generate cyclonic eddies in eastern Z2.

Based on these comparisons, we conclude that both spatial partitions confirm re-
gional differences, but eddies generated around Xisha Islands are not well reflected15

by 4-zone separation, yet 4-cluster separation improperly groups Z1 and eastern Z2
where the mechanisms are supposed to be different.

Besides, some clear distinctions between AEs and CEs can be recognized from the
4-cluster results. In the area of E3, AEs concentrate to the north of 14◦ N, but CEs are
mainly to the south. And a few AEs are generated regularly along the Nansha trough.20

In the area of E1, some AEs generated near the Luzon Strait are found to the northwest
of Luzon Island, and the rest are mainly focused on the southwest of Taiwan Island,
which coincide with Z2 and Z1 respectively. So, finer clustering results are expected to
uncover these distinctive characteristics hidden in the four clusters.

3.3.2 Finer clustering results25

We use larger cluster number to gain the finer clustering results of AEs (Fig. 6) and
CEs (Fig. 7). Ten clusters of AEs showed in Fig. 6 are divided into three groups: A1,
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A2, and A3 together represent the Northern SCS, A4, A5, and A6 represent the Central
SCS, and A7, A8, A9, and A10 represent the Southern SCS.

First, in Northern SCS, A1 represents those AEs generated near the Luzon Strait.
This group is situated in the most complex area of the SCS. The Luzon Strait is
the deepest channel for water exchange between the SCS and Pacific Ocean. The5

Kuroshio frequently intrudes into the SCS and influences its circulation, producing AEs
southeast of the Dongsha Islands (Li et al., 1998) and southwest of Taiwan Island
(Wang and Chen, 1987). Part of the eddies generated northwest of Luzon Island is still
improperly included in A1 due to the weakness of K -means in handling data of differ-
ent density. Concentrations there are supported by (Cheng et al., 2005; Wang et al.,10

2003). The Ekman transport driven by summer wind stresses is a possible cause for
these AEs.

A2 represents those AEs located southwest of the Dongsha Islands. This distribution
characteristic is shown in many statistical studies (Wang et al., 2003; Cheng et al.,
2005; Lin et al., 2007; Hwang and Chen, 2000). Model results showed that eddies may15

be caused by the wind stress curl or the Kuroshio intrusions. (Cai et al., 2002a, b)
As for A3, Chai et al. (2001) reported three anticyclonic eddies to the east of Hainan

Island and frontal instability and topography influences were the causes. Other studies
observed eddies moving around. Zhong et al. (1990) found many AEs in this area
based on hydrological survey near the Northern continental shelf of SCS from 1975–20

1984. Li et al. (2011) also identified AEs in this area from Lagrangian drifter data from
1979 to present.

Second, in the Central SCS, A4 represents the dense cluster southwest of Luzon
Island, between 14◦ N and 16◦ N. Wang et al. (2008) noted the orographic wind jets
associated with the winter monsoon wind and the mountainous topography along the25

eastern boundary of SCS can spin up AEs and CEs. A5 represents AEs generated in
the SCS center. However, while these AEs were also confirmed in Wang et al.’s (2003)
statistical study, generation mechanisms about them were few. A6 represents the con-
centration off the Vietnam coast. By principal component analysis of SLA and wind
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stress curl, Shaw et al. (1999) found that the generation of this dipole structure was
related to an eastward jet following the line of zero curl. Wang (2004, 2006) suggested
vorticity transports from the nonlinear effect of the western boundary currents were
crucial for the generation of the dipole structure.

Third, in the Southern SCS, four clusters are produced. A7 well captures the AEs5

along the Nansha Trough. A8 groups the eddies generated around the Nansha Is-
lands. A9 and A10 are so adjacent off the Vietnam coast south of 12◦ N that they may
be viewed together representing the dense population in southwest of SCS. In previ-
ous studies, Cai et al. (2002a) suggested that interaction between strong barotropic
shelf currents and the local topography can generate anticyclonic eddies over the deep10

trough (A7) in winter using a coupled single-layer and two-layer hybrid model. Fang
et al. (1997) pointed out that seasonal monsoon was a important driving force for
the southern gyres and eddies. Guan and Yuan (2006) analyzed eddies generated
in southwest of SCS (A9 and A10) using SSHA from TOPEX/ERS and found the sea-
sonal variations were strong, especially between July and December.15

Figure 7 illustrates the six clusters of CEs. C1 represents CEs generated near the
Luzon Strait. Compared with A1, CE locations are so scattered that no distinguishable
patterns are recognized between northwest of Luzon Island and southwest of Taiwan
Island. Many studies show that CEs northwest of Luzon Island have strong seasonal
variations (Fang et al., 1998; Nitani, 1970; Qu et al., 2000), which explains the dis-20

persed distribution of CEs. Qu et al. (2000) suggested the intense positive wind stress
curl offshore northwest of Luzon Island was likely mechanism. But Liu and Su (1992)
found the positive vorticity advected westward from the Kuroshio front may produce
cyclonic eddies as well.

C2 represents CEs generated southwest of Dongsha Islands, where CEs were fre-25

quently identified by previous studies (Su et al., 1999) and the mechanism is basically
the same with A2. CEs in the C3 are mainly generated north of 14◦ N, and form the
northern part of the dipole structure off the Vietnam coast. CEs in C4 concentrate be-
tween 12◦ N and 14◦ N to the southwest of Luzon Island, which also has been reported
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in Wang et al. (2003) and Cheng et al. (2005). The mechanism is the same with A4
and in-depth discussion can be referred to (Wang et al., 2008). C5 and C6 represent
CEs formed in the cyclonic gyres of the Southern SCS, south of 12◦ N. Corresponding
mechanism studies can be referred to (Guan and Yuan, 2006; Fang et al., 1997).

3.3.3 Comparisons between AEs and CEs5

Figure 8 combines the centroids of AEs and CEs to show how their spatial patterns
differ. The spatial dimension of each cluster is represented by a circle of which the
radius is defined by the mean distance from these eddies’ generation locations to the
centroid.

First, more clusters and smaller spatial domains of AEs indicate patterns of AE are10

relatively more aggregated than those of CE. Second, differences between them can
be summarized as follows: (1) To the southwest of Luzon Island, AEs and CEs are
basically generated apart; AEs are likely to the north of 14◦ N and closer to the shore,
whereas CEs are to the south and farther from shore. (2) The Central SCS and the
Nansha Trough are dominated by AEs. (3) Clusters A3, C3 and A6 are located se-15

quentially apart, along 112◦ E, and C3–A6 represent the dipole eddies off Vietnam. (4)
Southwest of Dongsha Islands, AEs are concentrated to the east of CEs.

Beside these distinctions, AEs and CEs are overlapped in Northeastern and South-
ern SCS. Do these overlaps simply explain the similarities there, or are there any hid-
den differences behind the overlaps? To answer these questions, we reexamined the20

eddies with regard to seasonal monsoons. The winter monsoon is dominated by north-
easterly wind while the summer monsoon is dominated by southwesterly wind (Heller-
man and Rosenstein, 1983). So we remapped these eddies in northeastern (Fig. 9)
and Southern SCS (Fig. 10) according to the two monsoon seasons.

In Northeastern SCS, eddies generated during different monsoon seasons show25

similar distribution patterns. Specifically, the center of Northeastern SCS is dominated
by AEs which are surrounded by CEs generated around Xisha, northwest of Luzon
and southwest of Taiwan Island. The similarities indicate that those anticyclonic rings
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shedding from the loop currents caused by the Kuroshio intrusions may occur during
any season of the year, which are consistent with the study of Yuan et al. (2006), and
that the CEs nearby could be induced by the instability of the horizontal shear stress
of velocity around the loop currents. On the other hand, during northeasterly monsoon
some CEs exist in the center area of Northeastern SCS where few CEs are identified5

during southwesterly monsoon. Such difference could be due to different patterns of
the Kuroshio intrusions. Yuan et al. (2006) pointed out that the anticyclonic intrusions
of the Kuroshio are more frequent in summer than in winter, but in winter the intrusion
path would turn cyclonic toward southwest at the center water of Northeastern SCS.
As a result, the turns may probably be recognized as CEs which weakened the dom-10

inance of AEs in this area in winter. In summary, the spatial patterns of AEs and CEs
in Northeastern SCS are mainly controlled by the Kuroshio intrusions. The impact sea-
sonal variations make on the pattern is not strong. As for the overlap of the centroids,
it is precisely caused by the concentric distribution of AEs and CEs.

In the Southern SCS, AEs are more in southwesterly monsoon while CEs are more15

in northeasterly monsoon. The spatial patterns are quite different in the two monsoon
seasons. During southwesterly monsoon, AEs are concentrated to the southeast of
Vietnam between 110◦ E and 112◦ E, while CEs are mainly located nearby between
112◦ E and 114◦ E. During northeasterly monsoon, CEs almost control the whole area,
AEs are scattered. Distributions of AEs and CEs are not entirely reversed with the mon-20

soon change. Hence, overlaps in Southern SCS cannot be explained only by seasonal
variations; complex circulations and topography there can be other important causes
as well.

4 Conclusions

In this paper, we carried out a clustering analysis using K -means approach on 37125

eddies to investigate the spatial variations among their birth locations. We carefully
examined the clustering tendency of eddies’ distribution by Hopkins statistic. Results
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showed their aggregation is weak but not random. The correct number of clusters for
AEs, CEs and the whole are indicated by optimal values of SSE curve and Silhouette
coefficient. K = 4 is the common optimal for all and it equals the number of Wang et al.’s
(2003) geographic partitions. On the other hand, since clustering results may contain
hierarchical characteristics, we retained alternative choices of cluster number for finer5

results and in-depth analysis.
Comparisons between 4-cluster results and 4 geographic zones confirmed regional

differences in eddies’ distribution. But neither of them well characterized the differences
in space and between AEs and CEs. Eddies generated around Xisha Islands are not
well reflected by 4-zone separation, meanwhile 4-cluster separation improperly groups10

Z1 and eastern Z2 where the mechanisms are supposed to be different.
Finer clustering results showed 10 regions where AEs were densely populated and

6 regions for CEs. Previous studies confirmed these partitions and possible generation
mechanisms were related. Comparisons between AEs and CEs revealed that patterns
of AE are relatively more aggregated than that of CE, and distinctions were summarized15

as follows: (1) Southwest of Luzon Island, AEs and CEs are basically generated apart;
AEs are likely north of 14◦ N and closer to the shore, whereas CEs are south and
farther from shore. (2) The Central SCS and the Nansha Trough are dominated by
AEs. (3), Clusters A3, C3 and A6 are located apart along 112◦ E, and C3–A6 represent
the dipole eddies off Vietnam. (4) Southwest of Dongsha Islands, AEs concentrate east20

of CEs.
Overlaps of AEs and CEs in the northeastern and Southern SCS were further exam-

ined considering seasonal variations. Spatial patterns of AEs and CEs in northeastern
SCS were mainly controlled by the Kuroshio intrusions. The impact of seasonal vari-
ations is not significant. Overlap was primarily caused by concentric characteristic of25

eddies’ distribution. And, spatial patterns of AEs and CEs in Southern SCS were not
entirely reversed with the monsoon wind. Overlaps cannot be explained only by sea-
sonal variations; complex circulations and topography there can be other important
causes as well.
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Finally, the importance of spatial variations in surveying eddies motivates us to in-
vestigate patterns as well as distinctions of eddies’ distribution. Different generation
mechanisms are expected to be reflected by proper geographic partitions, which will
also facilitate interpreting eddies’ dynamic characteristics in statistical studies. But, as
we know, eddy is a dynamic phenomenon with an evolution process. We’ve only made5

a necessary effort toward in-depth analysis of eddy evolution. Further studies are re-
quired for better understanding the dynamic motions and mechanisms of mesoscale
eddies in the SCS.

Appendix A

Eddy identification procedure10

The identification procedure applied in this paper is an adaption of that used in Chel-
ton et al. (2011) Eddy’s boundary is delineated by contours of SSH and the center is
represented by local extreme. First, to define the boundary, contours are constructed
at 1-cm interval for instantaneous SSH field. 1-cm interval yields a good compromise
between minimum resolvable eddy amplitude and well defined and compact eddy in-15

teriors (Chelton et al., 2011). Then, those closed contours that satisfy the following
criteria are kept for next step:

(1) The shape is similar to circle or ellipse. A shape parameter, SI, is introduced to
measure the similarity. It is defined as follows:

SI =
S

π ·
(D

2

)2
, (A1)20

where S denotes the area of the contour, D denotes the maximum distance between
any pairs of points on the contour. Contours whose SI > 0.4 are retained.

(2) Diameter of the eddy, which is defined by the diameter of an circle with equivalent
area, is limited from 45 to 500 km.25
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(3) The distance between any pair of points along the contour must be less than
a specified maximum. The maximum-distance threshold is 400 km for latitudes above
25◦, and is increased linearly to 1200 km at the equator (Chelton et al., 2011).

Next, among these selected contours, spatial containment relationship is calculated
by program interfaces provided by the commercial ArcGIS Engine Software Develop Kit5

http://www.esri.com/software/arcgis/arcgisengine). Those contours that are not con-
tained by any others are defined as the boundary of eddy, and the local extremes
within them are identified as centers. Eddies with amplitude less than 2 cm and surviv-
ing no more than 2 weeks are excluded from analysis. The amplitude is defined as the
absolute difference between SSH value of the center and the boundary.10

Appendix B

Clustering tendency

The term “clustering tendency” refers to the problem of deciding whether data exhibit
a predisposition to cluster into natural groups, without identifying these groups (Jain
and Dubes, 1988). It is recommended that random and regularly spaced patterns not15

be submitted to clustering algorithms (Jain and Dubes, 1988). Since K -means and
other clustering algorithms dutifully cluster data into groups no matter whether they
are naturally clustered or purely random, it is essential to assess clustering tendency
to prevent meaningless results. Hopkins statistic, which is simple and suitable for two-
dimensional data, is used for testing whether eddies’ distribution shows an aggregative20

tendency, or they are just randomly distributed.
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The Hopkins statistic H is defined as follows:

H =

p∑
i=1

ui

p∑
i=1

ui +
p∑
i=1

wi

(B1)

There are p points randomly generated in the data domain, and p sample points ran-
domly selected from the original data. ui is the nearest neighbor distance of the i th5

randomly generated point in the original data set, and wi is the nearest neighbor dis-
tance of the i th sample point in the original data set. The H varies from 0 to 1, and
it tends to approximate 0.5 when the sums of ui and wi are nearly identical, indicat-
ing that the data are similar to random points. Values near 1 and 0 indicate obvious
clustering and regularly distributed patterns, respectively.10

Appendix C

Goodness of clustering

Cohesion and separation are two measures that evaluate how well the clustering fits
the data. In Euclidean space, the SSE can be used to measure the cohesion of both
individual clusters (individual SSE) and overall clustering (total SSE). It is defined as15

follows:

SSE =
K∑
i=1

∑
x∈Ci

dist (ci ,x)2 (C1)

where dist is the standard Euclidean distance, K is the cluster number, and Ci denotes
the i th cluster and ci the centroid of Ci .20
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SSB, the sum of the squared distances of a cluster centroid to the overall centroid
of all data points, is a traditional measure of separation. The relationship between SSE
and SSB is one-falling-and-the-other-rising (Tan et al., 2005). The SSB is defined as
follows:

SSB =
K∑
i=1

midist (ci ,c)2 (C2)5

where c denotes the centroid of all data points, and mi denotes the number of objects
in the i th cluster. In evaluation, the lower SSE is better while the higher SSB is better
(Tan et al., 2005).

Another popular method that can be used to measure goodness of clustering is10

called the silhouette coefficient, which combines cohesion and separation in evaluating
cluster validity. The silhouette coefficient is defined as follows:

s (i ) =
b (i )−a (i )

max{a (i ) ,b (i )}
(C3)

where a(i ) denotes the average distance from the i th point to all other points within the15

same cluster; the average distance from the i th point to all points in any cluster not
containing the points is calculated, and b(i ) is the minimum value with respect to all
clusters.

As defined, the silhouette coefficient ranges from −1 to 1. A well-clustered point usu-
ally has a small a(i ) but a relatively large b(i ), and the coefficient is close to 1. On the20

contrary, a negative value is generated only when a(i ) > b(i ), indicating that the point
is probably wrongly clustered. In contrast to SSE and SSB, the silhouette coefficient is
calculated at every data point. Thus, to measure the goodness of individual or overall
clustering, we typically use the silhouette mean of the cluster, or of the whole.
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Table 1. T -test analysis.

p Descriptive statistics Sig. of Levene’sb for
Normal Distribution

Sig. of Levene’s Testb

for Equality of Vari-
ance

Sig. of T -test
for Equality of
Means

N Mean Standard de-
viation

AEs 100 0.563 0.055 0.061
16 0.046 0.000a

Random 100 0.491 0.047 0.500

CEs 100 0.560 0.047 0.500
21 0.044 0.000a

Random 100 0.488 0.038 0.500

All 100 0.547 0.031 0.500
37 0.331 0.000

Random 100 0.508 0.034 0.500

a Denotes the t-test result is computed under the assumption of equal variance.
b Levene’s test is an inferential statistic used to assess the equality of variances (Brown and Forsythe, 1974).
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 2 

Figure 1. Map of study area. Birth locations of cyclonic and anticyclonic eddies are 3 

symbolized by the asterisk and circle, respectively. Black solid lines indicate 200-meter (bold) 4 

and 1000-meter (thin) isobaths. 5 

 6 

7 

Fig. 1. Map of study area. Birth locations of cyclonic and anticyclonic eddies are symbolized by
the asterisk and circle, respectively. Black solid lines indicate 200-m (bold) and 1000-m (thin)
isobaths.
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Figure 2. Error bar plot of Hopkins statistic. Error bar is twice the standard deviation, and 3 

curve is mean of H. (a) Hopkins statistic of AE and random sample. (b) Hopkins statistics of 4 

CE and random sample. (c) Hopkins statistics of all eddies and random sample. 5 

 6 

7 

Fig. 2. Error bar plot of Hopkins statistic. Error bar is twice the standard deviation, and curve
is mean of H. (a) Hopkins statistic of AE and random sample. (b) Hopkins statistics of CE and
random sample. (c) Hopkins statistics of all eddies and random sample.
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Figure 3. Plots of SSE and silhouette coefficient. 3 
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Fig. 3. Plots of SSE and silhouette coefficient.
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Figure 4. Four-cluster results. The dashed lines schematically depict the boundary of the four 3 

regions. Symbols of anticyclonic eddies are unfilled while those of cyclonic eddies are filled 4 

with black. Different groups are distinguished by different geometry shapes. 5 

6 

Fig. 4. Four-cluster results. The dashed lines schematically depict the boundary of the four
regions. Symbols of anticyclonic eddies are unfilled while those of cyclonic eddies are filled
with black. Different groups are distinguished by different geometry shapes.
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Figure 5. Four geographic zones of SCS, adopted from Wang et al. (2003) Circles denote 3 

cyclonic eddies, and stars anticyclonic eddies. 4 

5 

Fig. 5. Four geographic zones of SCS, adopted from Wang et al. (2003) Circles denote cyclonic
eddies, and stars anticyclonic eddies.
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Figure 6. Ten-cluster result for anticyclonic eddies. Orange stars are cluster centroids. Black 3 

dashed lines outline approximate area of clusters. Different groups are distinguished by 4 

different colors or symbols. 5 

6 

Fig. 6. Ten-cluster result for anticyclonic eddies. Orange stars are cluster centroids. Black
dashed lines outline approximate area of clusters. Different groups are distinguished by dif-
ferent colors or symbols.
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Figure 7. Six-cluster result for cyclonic eddies. Blue stars are cluster centroids. Black dashed 3 

lines show approximate area of clusters. Different groups are distinguished by different colors 4 

or symbols. 5 

6 

Fig. 7. Six-cluster result for cyclonic eddies. Blue stars are cluster centroids. Black dashed
lines show approximate area of clusters. Different groups are distinguished by different colors
or symbols.
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Fig. 8. Centroids and spatial domains of cyclonic and anticyclonic eddies. Centroids of AEs and
CEs are shown by stars of different colors. The circles in different colors represent the spatial
dimension of each cluster, and the radius is defined by the mean distance from these eddies’
generation locations to corresponding centroid.
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Fig. 9. Eddies of A1 and C1 generated in Northeastern SCS during different monsoon seasons.
Concentration regions of AEs and CEs are generally represented by different colors.
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Fig. 10. Eddies of A8, A9, A10, C5 and C6 generated in Southern SCS during different mon-
soon seasons. Concentration regions of AEs and CEs are generally represented by different
colors.
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